New AKG D-110 lavalier microphone is shock mounted to eliminate handling, clothing and cable rubbing noises for quiet operation.

The microphone element is isolated within the D-110 double housing by a flexible suspension which prevents mechanical shocks from reaching the transducer.

D-110 response characteristics are specially contoured to compensate for lavalier use, since a standard microphone in the chest position exaggerates low frequencies and muffles high frequencies.

The low frequency roll off from 300 Hz down to -12 dB at 50 Hz reduces tonal coloration caused by chest resonance, and the rising response to an optimum of 8 dB at 8000 Hz provides the added high frequency boost required for a lavalier microphone to correctly reproduce speech.

Shock mounted, miniaturized and styled for inconspicuous hand free use, D-110 is a wearable microphone for broadcast, motion picture, and sound reinforcement applications by performers and lecturers needing freedom of movement.

D-110 is also ideal for unobtrusive concealed placement, suspension from conference room ceilings, extended hand use without discomfort and similar applications requiring a small (3-1/8" x 23/32") and light weight (3 oz.) microphone.

AKG D-110 is complete with adjustable nylon neck cord, removable lavalier support clip and 30' of 1/8" diameter, field replaceable cable.